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I had scanned this a while ago thinking it might be a fun way to start. Feel free to delete! 
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Made Easier. Liverpool : C. 
Tinling & Co., 1920.
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WieThe adoption of western foods into the diets of colonized peoples was an organic process. Changing foodways were often not forced, but rather changed through a variety of more implicit mechanisms. Curricular choices certainly played a role, as did the foods increasingly available in shops and the influence of domestic servitude on learned recipes and behaviors. For the British and French colonial regimes, as well as for European and American missionaries and settlers associated with neither church nor state, the indigenous population of colonies was a labor force, including for domestic tasks. All homes had domestic staff of some nature, and increasingly homes were full families, as men brought their wives with them to places like India and African colonies. Popularity of such community cookbooks and household guides. 
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Midgley, P. R., and H. W. 
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Victoria League (Maseru Branch). 
Maseru: Mazenod Institute, 
1940.

Old lady-resident. The Madras 
Cookery Book: Specially Compiled 
for the Requirements of Europeans 
and Anglo-Indians in India. 
Madras ; Bangalore : 
Higginbothams Ltd., 1919.
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Guides for the women who traveled with their husbands to the colonies were increasingly published in the early twentieth century. Volumes such as the 1919 Madras cookery book: Specially compiled for the requirements of Europeans and Anglo-Indians in India, were designed to provide observations and commentary on local cuisine, describe how to create foods from home in a foreign kitchen, and recipes both local and western. Recipes in the Madras cookery book, for instance, ranged from a cheese and anchovy pudding and stewed sheep tongues to sections on sambals and curries. Similarly, Food for today in the land of tomorrow: a book of recipes from Basutoland (1940) includes a section on “cookery methods of the Basuto,” which includes recipes for “mild kaffir beer” and “good food for a journey in pre-European days.”Racial undertones in text and imagery. 
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Chataway, N. H. The Bulawayo 
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Ruxton. Practical West African 
Cookery. Chichester: J.W. Moore, 
1910.
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Not all cookbooks were as keen to reproduce local recipes, however, and some focused solely on western cuisine, prepared either with non-native ingredients, imported products, or locally-sourced substitutes. Published in Zimbabwe in 1909, The Bulawayo cookery book and household guide provided detailed recipes for such British favorites as orange and lemon trifle, scalloped mutton and tomatoes, Albert cake, and apricot jam. The Kenya settler’s cookery book and household guide, like many similar volumes, contained numerous advertisements for local vendors, selling western provisions such as alcohol, dry goods, domestic products, and hardware. Practical West African Cookery (1910) has a lengthy treatment of provisions, which it states are “far more economical and satisfactory to take […] out from England than to buy […] locally.” Its list of suggested items includes three plum puddings, two bottles of jellied calves’ feet, and three pound of curry powder.Domestic staff and implicit educations. 
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Asare, J., A. Addo, E. Chapman 
Nyaho, and E. Amarteifio. A 
Ghana Cook-Book for Schools. 
London: Macmillan, 1963.
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Authority and control were also maintained through the colonial education system, which was utilized to create a semi-skilled labor force with the skills necessary to benefit the colonial system. It also served as a means to instill cultural values in the population of colonies, adopting in particular a sense of “Frenchness” in French colonies. Though the British system of colonialism was less focused on the assimilation of colonial subjects, cultural values were still instilled through the education system in meaningful ways. The church played important roles in this process – many schools in the colonial era were run by missionary societies or the Catholic Church (in the case of the British and French, respectively). The values of the church were therefore also instilled in this process. The education of young girls in colonial Africa was decidedly different than its male counterpart in curriculum, design, and enrollment. Most educational programming centered around domesticity – the keeping of a proper home and kitchen, childcare, and cooking and meal planning were commonly taught in the curriculum. The value of this curriculum persisted into the period directly after independence, as did European foods, recipes, and culinary ideals. Europeans often filled teaching and administrative positions in the post-colonial education system, and continued to participate in the creation of curriculum.The Ghana Cook Book for Schools is an example of such a piece of post-colonial curriculum. Written by two Ghanaian authors and two European authors in 1963, eight years after the independence of Ghana from British colonial rule, its stated purpose was to educate girls in schools in “Housecraft” and “Domestic Science.” Cooking implements vs. cuisine.
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Eva. Tanzania Cookbook. Dar es 
Salaam: Tanzania Pub. House, 
1978.
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The food and feeding habits of Africa had in fact changed, as did those of other post-colonial nations, due in part to the education of young girls and women in European recipes and food culture. Traditional foods were still an important part of local foodways, but they had often evolved, and in some cases were replaced or added to by very western food items. 
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California, Academic Library 
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Changed foodways + climate change – Spanish colonialism and Native Americans
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Kenya : Presbyterian). The Kenya 
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Dooley. The Sioux Chef's 
Indigenous Kitchen. Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 
2017.
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Cookbooks and cooking as social justice – why our Special Collections matter



Thank you!

Sherman, Sean, and Beth Dooley. The Sioux Chef's Indigenous Kitchen. Minneapolis: 
University of  Minnesota Press, 2017.
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